VILLAS — A driver lost control of his car and drove into a house in Villas on Thursday, Feb. 16, when he struck a curb before driving across a yard and into a home.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24th

MURDER

Car crashes into house in Villas

The driver, who was not identified, crashed his vehicle into a home at about 8:38 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 16, on McKinley Avenue in Villas, injuring a woman.

Lower Township police, Lower Township Rescue, Zion Fire Department and Villas Fire Department immediately responded to the scene. During their investigation, the driver of the vehicle was located and crossed the street. The vehicle left the roadway and struck a curb before driving across the property at 2 McKenzie, injuring a woman.

The vehicle continued traveling across McKenzie Avenue in Villas, causing damage to 281 McKenzie Ave. and finally into the front porch and living room of the home at that location.

Further investigation revealed that there were two occupants inside the residence, a 54-year-old woman and a 12-year-old boy. The driver of the vehicle was located in the living room at the time of the accident and was taken and the investigation continued.

The driver was transported to Cape Regional Medical Center for treatment of a possible concussion.

A boy was on the couch at the time of the accident and was transported to Cape Regional Medical Center for treatment.

Lower Township police, Lower Township Rescue, Zion Fire Department and Villas Fire Department were at the scene. The investigation continues.
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